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ABSTRACT 
 
 

This paper is a study on the overview of basic threats, attacks, various data mining tools and techniques, 

how to detect the False Positive and False Negative alerts by using a two- stage process based on data 

mining and Intrusion Detection System. The basic security applications of the data mining in the field of 

banking,  cyber security, national security, credit card fraudulent, identity theft are summarized. We 

also discuss the recent cyber security attack, called, the Wannacry ransomware attack and eternal rocks 

attack with its effect and impact in the society and the preventive measures. 

 

Keywords—Data mining; False Positive  alert; False Negative alert; Intrusion Detection System;   

Wannacry ransomware; 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 

Computers and its networks are the basic need in our day to day life. It requires a high level of security as 

there is a chance of breaking the basic network security policies like data availability, data confidentiality 

and data integrity which paves way to the intruders. 

A.  Threats 

Threats are classified based on their behaviour [1] say, 

Leakage: Accessing unauthorized information in network [2]. 

Tampering: Altering the information without the knowledge of author. 

Vandalism:  Making  malfunction  over  a  normal execution. 

B.  Attacks 

The computer attacks can be classified into two, based on the source, as host-based attacks and network-

based attacks. Trying to gain access privilege of a particular target machine is said to be the host-based 

attack. Attacks on network resources made by sending a traffic, overloading network hosts, delay in 

services are the network-based attack.  There are various types of attacks, viz., 

Masquerading: Communication using others identity without their permission. 

Eavesdropping:  Collecting t h e  replica information without obtaining information from arbiter. 
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Message Tampering: Altering the information during communication. 

  

Man-in-the-middle attack: Attacker interrupts during the message transfer and during the process of 

exchange of keys and further acts as a receiver. 

Replying:  Process of storing the intercept message and sends the message later. 

Denial-of  service:  Makes  the  transmission  channel busy by sending the garbage data [3]. 

 

C.  Data Mining 

 

The knowledge about the hacking is got by digging in from the large data warehouse, called networks by 

means of various data mining tools. On the basis of the network behaviour, one can predict the presence 

of an attacker. To understand the behaviour of an attacker, two different types of learning techniques   are   

used,   viz.,   supervised   and   unsupervised learning. Data mining based network security uses network 

sniffing and scanning software to collect the activities of the attacker. The collected data is then further 

learnt by means of the supervised learning and prediction techniques. 

 

D. IDS(Intrusion Detection System) 

 

Intrusion is the process of breaking the basic network security policies, say, data confidentiality, data 

availability and data integrity. The intrusion may be either network-based or host-based. Any abnormalities 

or misbehaviour in the normal activities of the network or host is said to be the intrusion. This occurrence 

of misbehaviour is continuously monitored by the IDS (Intrusion Detection System). Based on the 

behaviour, it has  two  major classifications  viz., Anomaly-based  IDS  and Misuse-based IDS. Anomaly-

based intrusion detection is the process of identifying unusual activity other than the normal traffic patterns. 

Misuse-based intrusion detection is the ability to identify the intrusions based on the known patterns for the 

malicious activity. These known patterns are known as signatures and hence it is also called as signature-

based detection. 

IDS is measured as the primary components for the security of computer networks. The precision entirely 

depends on the ability to detect the threats on network. IDS produces a set of false positive and false 

negative alerts. False positive alert  is  the  wrong  identification  of  a  normal  packet. False negative alert 

is the misprediction of an attack as a normal packet and hence the attack is not notified.  

To enhance the process of IDS in detecting the alerts, two-stage process is used which will be discussed 

later. In stage-I, set of alerts are grouped as clusters to identify the FP alerts and remove them. In stage-II, 

the remaining alerts from    stage –I are grouped as P-FN and then removed. It mainly concentrates on 

potential false negative alerts (P-FN). 
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 RELATED  WORKS 

 

[5] Introduced the filtering technique by means of SOM- KM (Self- Organizing Maps with k-means). The 

first stage targets to group all the generated alerts based on the extracted alerts  into  meta-alerts  using  

SOM-KM.  The  second  stage targets to classify this meta-alerts into two alerts- true alerts and false ones. 

But the stage-II is not efficient as the administrator needs to determine the cluster based on the two 

attributes- alarm frequency and time interval. 

[6] Used Decision Support Classification (DSC).Normal behaviour  alerts  were  recorded  as  logs,  which  

are  cross checked with the forthcoming alerts to identify false positive alerts. 

[7] Applied fuzzy system to identify the alerts by checking for any rule deviation. 

[8] Used an approach called cluster center and nearest neighbor   (CANN).   Cluster   center   measures   the   

distance between observation and center point and the distance between the observation and its nearest 

neighbhors. The two distances are then added together to reduce FP alerts. 

[9] Introduced a Majority Voting [MV] algorithm. The classification of two different  types  of alerts  

namely,  False Positive (FP) and Potential False Negative (P-FN) was made from the generated alarms. 

    

 SUPERVISED LEARNING BASED IDS - PROCEDURE 
 

A.  Step 1: Collection of data 

Network activity is diagnosed by the history or log data which  are  monitored,  scanned  and  collected  

through  the various monitoring mechanisms like, 

Kismet: It is a scanning tool that uses 802.11 wireless detectors to display DHCP and ARP traffic to detect 

intrusions easily. This can be used in any communication   network   and   hence   used   by   the hackers. It 

works on Mac and Linux platform[10][11]. 

Snoop: Sun Microsystems and Solaris developed this tool to detect intrusions. It accepts IPv4 and IPv6 

packets. Its user friendly interface makes feel better when compared to TCPdump [12][13]. 

Wireshark: It is an open source packet sniffer and analyzer and licensed by GNU GPI(General Public 

License). It works with the, UNIX, Linux, Solaris, OpenBSD, and Windows platforms [14]. It is user 

friendly to capture, filter and analyze packets. This tool is very flexible since its log files are in different 

format [11][15][16]. 
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Tcpdump: It mainly works with the TCP/IP packets, which was developed in 1990 by Lawrence Berkley. 

The user intercepts monitors and captures TCP packets during transmission. It works with the OS like 

Unix, Linux, BSD, Mac and windows platform [1]. It makes use of the command line and based on the 

rules they logs are filtered. The log files are not in the understandable format [17][18][19]. 

B.Step 2: Building a Predictive Model 

In step 2, Supervised learning and unsupervised learning algorithms are used to learn the historical/log data 

collected from the network. The most popular classifiers are 

1. Probabilistic algorithm (Naive Bayes) 

2. Tree based algorithm (C4.5) 

3. Instance based algorithm (IB1) 

1.Probabilistic Algorithm (Naive Bayes): 

This algorithm uses Bayes’ theorem and the predictive model is built by deriving class labels from the 

training data set. This classifier relies on discriminant function, 

 

Let the dataset be D with the Features X =(x1, x2, ...xN) and the Class C with j labels Cj, j = 1,2, ...N. This 

algorithm computes the conditional probabilities P(xj|ci) and prior probabilities P(ci) on given training 

dataset to build the predictive model. P(ci) are computed by counting data which is present in the Class 

label Ci divides the resultant count based on the number of the training data. The same way is followed to 

compute the probabilities through observed frequency of feature distribution in xj within the training 

dataset which is labelled. The posterior probability is computed on each class to predict the unknown 

labelled data [1]. 

  
2. Tree Based Algorithm (C4.5): 

 

The decision tree algorithm is used to build the predictive model by constructing the decision tree from the 

given dataset where the nodes of a tree represent the features, the edges represent the association between 

the features by value [1]. This value is computed from the information  gain  or  the  entropy  measure.  The  

data which has low entropy and high information gain is chosen as head node and again split the training 

data set to form the tree structure. The leaf nodes are the class labels which gives the predictive model. 

 

3. IB1: 

Instance-based algorithm is one of the unsupervised learning algorithms which uses nearest neighbour 

technique   to   construct   the   predictive   model.   The distance between the test data and the training 
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instance is calculated from nearest the Euclidean distance. Weights of the neighbour are calculated and one 

with the smallest distance is considered. In this way the unlabeled data is predicted by the voting for the 

weight to  calculate  the  nearest  neighbours  of  the  particular class to predict the unknown data [1]. Since 

this method has  high  computation cost when  compared  to Naive Bayes method, it has less scope in 

working out. Next, we discuss about the FP and FN alerts detection. 

 

TWO-STAGE PROCESS 

 

In stage-I, set of alerts are grouped as clusters depending on numerous   attributes   gathered   from   the   

database.   Binary optimization problem (BOP) is used to identify the FP alerts and remove them. In stage-

II, the remaining alerts from stage – I are grouped as P-FN. It mainly concentrates on potential false 

negative alerts (P-FN). Here, the redundancies in alerts were removed using Binary Classification 

Algorithm. 

 

A.  False Positive Alerts Solution- Stage –I 

 

To detect, the False Positive alerts, a predictive model is constructed from the training set, which is 

classified into two clusters. First cluster is to form groups based on false alerts and the second is to gather 

the real attack. This clustering is based on the parameters like, source IP, destination IP and timestamp. All 

the attacks with the same event will be grouped together by the K-means algorithm. In  the second group, 

the alerts are further classified into five clusters as, User to Root, Denial of Service, Remote to Local, Data 

and Probe. 

The first stage aims to reduce the FP alerts by grouping the similar alerts into one group by means of the K-

means algorithm. The FP reduction problem is formulated as Binary Optimization Problem(BOP) based on 

the meta-alert. FP is set as 1 when true in BOP, else set as 0 based on the distance calculation, 

 

 
The  decision  variables  X(x1,x2,x3,...,xn)  are  the  distinct meta-alerts in a given testing set. 

 

B.  False Negative Alerts Solution- Stage-II 
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The main aim is to avoid redundancy by detecting the missed attacks by IDS. Usage of different sensors for 

different attacks may reduce the chance of redundancy by checking the attack from different sensor. The 

meta-alert which were missed in the previous stage were all clustered as P-FNs which further reduce the 

redundancy problem. The meta-alerts fusion is defined to group the same event generated by the different 

sensors. Based on this, Binary Classification Algorithm classifies the meta-alert as FN or not, by checking 

each with the training dataset. 

 
 DATA ANALYSIS  AND MINING  TOOLS 

 

A.  WEKA Tool 

 

WEKA stands  for  Waikato  Environment  for  Knowledge Analysis. It is an open source tool in java 

technology. It is a collection of machine learning algorithms for performing data mining tasks. It contains 

tools for data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, association rules, and visualization 

[27]. It provides interfaces like simple command line interface, knowledge flow to work with datasets. 

 

B.  R Tool 

 

R Tool was developed in 1996. It is mainly used for the data analysis based on the statistics. R works 

with Mac, Unix and Windows. The name R is derived from the first letter of the two authors Robert 

Gentleman and Ross Ihaka. It includes 

 An effective data handling and storage facility. 

 A suite of operators for calculations on arrays, in particular matrices. 

 A large, coherent, integrated collection of intermediate tools for data analysis. 

 Graphical facilities for data analysis and display either on-screen or on hardcopy. 

 A well-developed, simple and effective programming language which includes conditionals, 

loops, user-defined recursive functions, input and output facilities [28]. 

 

C.  Orange Tool 

 

It  is  an  open  source  tool  containing  data  mining  and machine learning algorithms mainly used for data 

analysis. It gives a platform for visual programming to use the visual component widgets that connects the 

communication media to exchange the data packets automatically for data analysis. 
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D. Keel Tool 

 

Keel stands for Knowledge Extraction based on Evolutionary  Learning.  It  is  an  open  source  java  tool.  

It includes the supervised learning algorithms, unsupervised learning algorithms, fuzzy and genetic 

algorithms for data analysis. 

 
DATA MINING FOR SECURITY  APPLICATIONS 

 

Data mining applications can be categorized into two based on  threats,   national   security   which  

includes   attacking   a building,  devastating  significant  infrastructures  like  power grids,   gas   supply,   

telecommunication   system   and   cyber security, i.e., protecting computers and network system from 

corruption due to malicious software. Data mining techniques are  used  to  identify  the  suspicious  groups  

and  terrorists activities in the national security. In cyber security, data mining techniques are used for 

intrusion detection and auditing. 

Threats can be either real-time or non-real time based on the time period. If the time period is limited and 

acted upon within a limited time, then it is real-time threat else it is a non- real time threat [20]. 

 

A.  Data Mining for Cyber Security 

 

Cyber-terrorism and security violations are done through access control by Trojan horses and viruses. 

Cyber-terrorism is the most important threats of our nation which causes billions of dollars loss to business. 

 

B.  Banking Information System 

 

o Any  crippling  in  the  computer  system  may  cause millions of productivity loss. 

o Power  outage  causes  several  hours  of  productivity loss. 

o Propagation  of  malicious  mobile  code  could  cause leak or damage to the sensitive 

files or other data. 

 

Cyber-terrorism  can  be either  insider threats  or external attacks. Insider threats or those threats that occur 

inside an organization which is very difficult to find out and may even cause a very serious issue, say, 

spreading virus could cause damage to all file in the computer system as all the systems are interconnected 

by means of a LAN. Insider threats are understood in context of non-information related attacks that are 

overloaded or underestimated. People those who work in an organization or working at computer centres 
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could be an intruder. There is also a possibility of masquerading to cause havoc. Threats from outside are 

those threats where attacks on computers are from outside the organization. 

 

Malicious intrusion targets on network web clients and servers, database and OS. Here, the intruders are 

human or automated malicious software who tries to trap into network and get information/file that is 

transmitted across the network to mainly cause havoc to those files. For example, consider an intruder who 

masquerades and uses the login credentials and attack the database files by posing n number of SQL 

queries to access the restricted files or data. This causes greatest havoc to the user when tries to login and 

finds that his files has been intruded. 

C.  Credit Card Fraud, Identity Theft & Attacks on Critical Infrastructure 

 

An intruder makes unauthorized purchases by acquiring a person’s credit card and making some 

transactions which are noticed only in the later stage, is a great loss to the user [21]. Identity theft is done 

by attacking and acquiring the key personal information like, social security number and using it for 

transaction. This is a very serious concern that the owner may lose millions of dollars due to this theft. 

Attacks on telecommunication lines, electric, power, gas, reservoir, water supplies, food supplies and other 

basic entities are also critical for the operation of a nation. Intrusion occurs even in the Telephone calling 

cards (Company calling cards) where the intruder makes calls through this card and bills are raised to the 

user. This attack is detected  by the telephone company at the later stage. Attacks on telecommunication 

industry could shut down all the telecommunication lines. Attacks on the transportation lines like highways 

and railway attacks  are  also  considered  as  attacks  on  infrastructures. Attacks are possible even by 

throwing bombs and explosives. 

 

D. DM for Cyber Security 

 

Data mining techniques are applied in the wide area of Intrusion detection and auditing. There are various 

data mining techniques used for cyber security. Classification is used to group the cyber attacks. Prediction 

is used to detect the future attacks. Analyzing the audit data can be done by recording the unusual 

occurrences from the database. 

 
E.  Cyber Security Attacks 

 

1)   Wannacry Ransomware Attack 

It is a malware that prevent the access of the files from the creator, which they can regain it only after 

paying some amount. Wanna Decryptor alias Wannacry attack has infected a large set of computers which 
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was connected in a network and it spread from one PC to other without any user interaction. It was initially 

discovered by National Security Agency (NSA). The attack occurs in two forms, one is Encryptor form and 

the other is Locker. Encryptor attack happens  by  blocking  the  system  files  and  preventing  its access. 

To decrypt the file, the victim has to pay some amount to get the key. Locker attack locks the operating 

system of the victim by preventing them from accessing the desktop or any apps.  To unlock the victims 

infected system they have to pay some   ransom   amount.   It   spreads   through   an   e-mail attachments 

which was hidden in a word document, pdf or any file  formats.  The  hacker  demands  the  payment  from  

the victims through Bitcoin. 

 

 
 

Figure. 1. Wannacry ransomware attack 
 

 Prevention Technique: 
 

The best way to escape from the attack is to have the backup of all your files. The other methods are viewing 

all your hidden files from the properties of my computer, avoid opening spam attachments, disable the App 

files that are running at the background, disable Remote Desktop protocol(RDP),  set  the  BIOS  clock  

back,    Scan  your  files before downloading through Anti-malware Softwares. Etc…. 
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Figure. 2. Wannacry ransomware attack 
 
 
2)   Eternal Rocks 
 

 

Eternal Rocks is a worm that uses 7 NSA hacking tools to infect the systems.   A worm that was originally 

named as DoomsDayWorm spreads through Server Message Block(SMB). The NSA tools used by this 

worm to hack computers are EternalRomance, EternalBlue, EternalSynergy and  EternalChampion,  

ArchTouch  ,SMBTouch  tools  andDoublePulsar. The worm spreads through DoublePulsar. It is stronger 

than Wannacry because of two reasons. One is Wannacry uses only two  NSA Tools  whereas  

Eternalrocks uses seven  NSA Tools. The other reason is Eternalrock does not lock or corrupt the files, 

rather it makes the system vulnerable to remote commands that infect your system at any point of time. The 

worm remains hidden and quiet. It downloads .exe installation files from Tor browser and sends a signal to 

the worm’s hidden C&C (Command & Control) server.  It  was  deactivated  and  remains  quiet  for  24  

hours. After 24 hours, the server responds by downloading and self- replicating itself.   The Worm can be 

removed by rebooting your  system  to  safe  mode  with  networking  and  by  using System Restore. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 

This  paper  has  discussed  the  study  on  different  types  of threats, attacks, IDS, a two-stage process to 

detect False Positive and False Negative alerts & their techniques, data analysis & mining tools and the 

security applications of data mining.  We  first  started  with  the  introduction  to  types  of attacks and the 

solution is provided by means of various data mining tools & techniques. In addition, we had discussion on 

the False Positive and False Negative alerts. The solution was given by IDS, was used to detect such alerts 

in a two-stage process. Later, the security applications of data mining were discussed in the field of 

Banking, cyber security, Credit card fraudulent and national security. Finally, we end up with the study on 
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new trending attack, called as, Wanacry Ransomware and  Eternal  rocks  and  the  avoidance.  There  are  

still  some issues with this attack which are yet to be solved and we are in the process of finding out the 

solution with the data mining techniques and tools to solve such issues. 
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